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The Chimes: A Goblin Story of Some Bells that Rang an Old Year Out and a New
Year In, commonly referred to as The Chimes, is a novella written by Charles
Dickens and first published in 1844, one year after A Christmas Carol. It is the
second in his series of "Christmas books," five novellas with strong social and
moral messages that he published during the 1840s. In addition to A Christmas
Carol and The Chimes, the Christmas books include The Cricket on the Hearth
(1845), The Battle of Life (1846), and The Haunted Man and the Ghost's Bargain
(1848).
WELCOME TO OXRUN STATION Oxrun station could be a spooky place,
especially out by the Windsors', right next to the graveyard. At night Natalie
heard eerie sounds out in the fog, among the tombstones, unnatural sounds
made by unearthly things. Natalie's husband had been born in Oxrun Station. He
loved the town, and served it well—and in return it killed him. Ben's death had left
Natalie isolated in a strange town she could not call her own. How strange and
how deadly Oxrun Station could be, Natalie Windsor was about to learn. Once
each year an ancient ritual was recreated, an ancient pact reinvoked—and Natalie
Windsor was this year's sacrifice.
Reproduction of the original: Memoirs of Carwin the Biloquist by Charles
Brockden Brown
In this counting book that introduces the numbers from one to ten, a ghost and
his supernatural friends have a party on Halloween night.
A New York Times bestselling masterpiece of romantic suspense from the author
of Promise Not to Tell... When Grace Elland finds her boss, motivational speaker
Sprague Witherspoon, murdered, a vodka bottle on his nightstand is a terrifying
reminder of the horrors of her past—one that can be no coincidence. To regroup,
Grace retreats to her childhood home, Cloud Lake, where she meets venture
capitalist Julius Arkwright, a man who lives to make money, by any means
necessary. But the intense former Marine has skills that Grace can use—to figure
out her future. And he’s the perfect man to help Grace when it becomes clear
she is being stalked. As Witherspoon’s financial empire continues to crumble
around them, taking a deadly toll, Julius will walk Grace step by step into her past
to uncover a devious plan to destroy not only Grace, but everyone around her as
well...
The multiverse is unraveling. When religious zealots resurrect the ancient
technology that ripped open the dimensional barrier six thousand years ago, the
galaxy faces another coming Cataclysm. Warlocks and humans, sister races of
the same evolutionary tree, are divided by millennia of enmity and ancient
animosity. It will take the magic of the warlocks and the humans’ technology to
heal the breach between layers of the multiverse. Bryanna D’Isaac is an
untrained, untried warlock with powerful magic who only wants to be left alone.
Admiral Devon Bastion is career military, renowned for executing warlocks, who
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harbors secrets of his own. Deadly events indicate a derelict area of space called
the Well is expanding. The threat of apocalyptic disasters forces the warlock and
the soldier together. By joining forces, Bastion and D’Isaac can save the
galaxy—if they don’t kill each other first. Can they learn to trust each other before
the multiverse collapses?
Spensa's life as a Defiant Defense Force pilot has been far from ordinary. She
proved herself one of the best starfighters in the human enclave of Detritus and
she saved her people from extermination at the hands of the Krell - the enigmatic
alien species that has been holding them captive for decades. What's more, she
travelled light-years from home as a spy to infiltrate the Superiority, where she
learned of the galaxy beyond her small, desolate planet home. Now, the
Superiority - the governing galactic alliance bent on dominating all human life has started a galaxy-wide war. And Spensa has seen the weapons they plan to
use to end it: the Delvers. Ancient, mysterious alien forces that can wipe out
entire planetary systems in an instant. Spensa knows that no matter how many
pilots the DDF has, there is no defeating this predator. Except that Spensa is
Cytonic. She faced down a Delver and saw something eerily familiar about it. And
maybe, if she's able to figure out what she is, she could be more than just
another pilot in this unfolding war. She could save the galaxy. The only way she
can discover what she really is, though, is to leave behind all she knows and
enter the Nowhere. A place from which few ever return. To have courage means
facing fear. And this mission is terrifying.
How did Fox Mulder become a believer? The X-Files Origins has the answers in this young
adult, science-fiction origin story from the #1 New York Times-bestselling co-author of Beautiful
Creatures, Kami Garcia. Read this dark thriller to find out why millions of people became
obsessed with The X-Files. In the spring of 1979, seventeen-year-old Fox Mulder has bigger
problems than applying for college. Five years ago, his younger sister disappeared from their
home and was never heard from again. Mulder blames himself, and his mother blames his
father, who has retreated into his top-secret work for the State Department. In Fox’s senior
year, his dad has moved him to Washington, DC—away from his friends on Martha’s Vineyard.
While Mulder doesn’t mind the fresh start and not being known as “that kid with the missing
sister,” he’s still obsessed with finding Samantha. So when a local boy turns up dead and
another child is abducted, Mulder can’t stop himself from getting involved. Could there be a
link to his sister’s case? As he uncovers the truth, Mulder and his friends find themselves on
the trail of a serial killer. Sucked into a world where conspiracies, the occult, and madness
overlap, Fox Mulder starts to believe. An Imprint Book
Life on Hera has taken a turn since Terran colonization, but the new Herans survived an
incursion from a destructive alien race and repurposed the attacking ships into their own
defenses. Robots. Pilot-driven robots saved the first Herans, and their engineers kept the
weapons ready for action. To keep the robots from being taken over by unqualified personnel,
they were locked to their pilot’s bloodline and each engineer born for the next two hundred
years had the same DNA in their bodies. Burning Day is the day that the engineers prove their
maintenance and their community gains supplies from the city, two hundred kilometers away.
Burning Day is when the aliens return and Burning Day is where our story begins… Innate
Wright Bundle 1 Contains: Burning Day Book 1 Break for Home Book 2 City Strike Book 3
A novel based on the Emmy Award-winning television series created by Chris Carter. When a
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disease-ravaged body is found in the smoldering ruins of the federally funded DyMar genetic
research lab, Agents Fox Mulder and Dana Scully fear that a deadly, man-made plague is on
the loose. As the FBI agents investigating the "X-Files" -- cases the bureau has deemed
unsolvable -- Mulder and Scully pursue the truth wherever it leads, even into the labyrinthine
corridors of the FBI... and beyond. Racing to contain the lethal virus before it can spread,
Mulder and Scully make a chilling discovery. Before his death, Dr. David Kennessy, a hotshot
cancer researcher at DyMar, had been experimenting with a promising but highly dangerous
technology: microscopic bio-machines that can cure any disease, heal any wound. In theory,
this research could be a miracle cure, perhaps even a doorway to immortality. It was also the
only way Dr. Kennessy could save his leukemia-stricken son. But when a second corpse turns
up, savagely mutilated from within, it's anything but theoretical. Could machines created to
cure have learned to kill? Scrambling for answers, Mulder and Scully are opposed at every
step by faceless enemies with all the resources of the government -- even perhaps of their own
agency -- at their command. Enemies who will stop at nothing to ensure that the secret of
immortality falls in the right hands -- their hands. As sinister forces close in, Scully fights to
save the life of an innocent boy while Mulder comes face to face with a crazed and desperate
man. A man whose slightest touch brings agonizing death -- and perhaps a resurrection more
horrible still.
Charles Dickens wrote four Christmas ghost stories, of which the first was "The Goblins Who
Stole a Sexton" (ch. 29 in The Pickwick Papers). A Christmas Carol, the second, largely
followed its outline. In Goblins, a surly, malicious sexton (gravedigger) is kidnapped by goblins
on Christmas Eve. They take him to their underground cavern and through various scenes
shown him, redeem him from his evil ways.Utilizing character names from other Dickens'
stories, Kenneth Chumbley and Tonya Clarkson McCain used the outline of the original
Goblins to create a 10,000 word novella, The Goblins and a Gravedigger. The drama involves
child abuse (a classic Dickens' theme) and is a darker story than Carol. In writing fantasy, any
mythical character can be used (elves, dwarfs, goblins, etc.), but the story must be real and
human. This is exactly what authors tried to do in their adaptation.
A fox in a leg-hold trap may gnaw off its own foot to escape...rats in a too-small cage will
devour the weakest members of the pack to ensure survival of the strongest...a group of
humans, trapped like animals, will sacrifice anything—or anyone—to gain their freedom....
Imagine Agatha Christie’s And Then There Were None: a small group of people trapped in an
isolated place, disappearing one by one, prey to all the stresses and strains of being hunted.
Add Charles Grant’s proven skill with suspense and his ability to fathom and display the inner
workings of the human heart and mind. The result is Raven, a gripping, fast-paced thriller that
begins in a familiar classic American setting—a roadside motel and restaurant —and drives,
without pause, to an unexpected and startling conclusion. A late-winter blizzard has closed the
road beside Maclaren’s Food and Lodging. The staff of three—Neil Maclaren, former cop
turned motel-keeper; Julia Sanders, as capable handling trouble as she is mixing drinks; Willie
Ennin, whose fondness for knives makes him a superb cook—prepare to entertain their few
customers through a long winter night, unaware that they are being watched. The customers
are a motley crew. Three locals: Nester Brandt, the town’s greying curmudgeon; and a pair of
star-crossed lovers, Ken Hawick and Trish Avery. Three strangers: Hugh Davies, fast-rising
star of all-night talk-radio; and Ceil and Mandy, two women he claims are his sisters. They all
have secrets, secrets which have attracted the watcher. Nester Brandt is the first to die,
gunned down outside the restaurant by a silent man in a long black coat, a man whose pitiless
gaze is as fixed and glittering as a raven’s. Nester’s death is only the beginning as this
gathering of strangers becomes first prey, then hunters. They have learned too much about
each other in a single snow-filled night. Like rats caught in a trap...
A new season, and the Grim Reaper smiles in anticipation of the harvest to come. No one is
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safe, no one can be trusted. The lovestruck office boy, the beautiful little girl clutching a posy of
violets, the faceless motorcycle gang all seem harmless enough, and yet. Nameless fears stir
uneasily, terror bubbles to the surface. and the nightmare is unleashed. Enter the world of
Oxrun Station, where evil lurks in unexpected corners, where nerves are stretched to breaking
point, where every season brings a nightmare more blood-curdling than the last. Four novellas,
each taking as its theme one of the seasons of the year, recount the weird happenings that
take place in the fantasy town of Oxrun Station.
The truth can not be contained! But these two-book collections make it easier than ever to dive
headfirst into the intrigue and mystery of The X-Files! In GOBLINS by Charles Grant, the
inexplicable is happening a disembodied, knife-wielding hand has caused a string of violent
crimes and then vanished into thin air. With no leads and no clues, Agents Mulder and Scully
are dispatched from the shadows to uncover the truth wherever it leads. And in GROUND
ZERO by Kevin J. Anderson, Agents Mulder and Scully face bureaucratic dead ends in search
for what killed renowned nuclear weapons research scientist Dr. Gregory. As the body count
rises one things becomes clear this twisted puzzle has fatal consequences for the whole world.
"

Collecting I Am Groot #1-5. Groot is back - smaller and better than ever! When
the Guardians of the Galaxy get caught in a wormhole, a pint-sized Groot finds
himself out on his own, billions of light-years away from his team, on an entirely
alien and unknown world full of strange creatures and societies. Seriously
underdeveloped and with nobody who can understand him, Groot will need to
make the journey to the center of this world if he is to find the way back to his
family!
In this fifth installment in the Clockwork Century steampunk adventure series,
Rector "Wreck 'em" Sherman, a drug dealer haunted by the ghost of a kid he
used to know, sneaks over the wall into the wasteland of Seattle where he makes
a shocking discovery that changes everything. Original.
Serial killers come in all shapes and sizes, but this one is particularly
puzzling.There's no pattern to the mutilated bodies that have been showing up in
Albuquerque: both sexes, all races, ages, ethnic groups. There is no evidence of
rape or ritual. Only one thing connects the victims. They were the victims of a
natural disaster. One of the most unnatural natural disasters imaginable, leading
to a most painful, most certain and most hideous death.... Mulder and Scully, FBI:
the agency maverick and the female agent assigned to keep him in line. Their
job: investigate the eerie unsolved mysteries the Bureau wants handled quietly,
but quickly, before the public finds out what's really out there. And panics. The
cases filed under "X."
In a future one thousand years from now, an echo of the Victorian past thrives. A
future terraformed Venus sees our era of high technology as one of innumerable
dangers. Dominated by the most advanced technological society on the planet,
New Berlin, the nation and city-states of Venus deliberately imitate both the
technology and culture of the Victorian Era. As nations chafe under the yoke of
New Berlin, war breaks out--driving this culture so much like our past into a future
entirely unlike our own. This short-story anthology explores the regions and
cultures of Victorian Venus, from the metropolis of New Berlin, to the tropics, to
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the Arctic Circle. The war between New Berlin and two rebelling nations forms
the backdrop of most of the tales.
These are the first stories of humanities fight against the life destroying Berserker
machines. Programmed to destroy all life, the Berserkers threaten the very
universe. Only one form of life, humanity, is uniquely qualified to take on the
machines. Meet Berserker hunter extraordinaire Johann Karlsen and his evil
brother Felipe Nogara and other gallant fighters of the killer machines. Not
satisfied with efforts to destroy all life in present time, the Berserkers devise a
way to penetrate human history. The death dealing machines pinpoint key
personalities in human history for destruction. When and if they succeed human
progress is set back perhaps thousands of years. Humanity has an answer. On
the planet Sirgol, the only planet in the galaxy where time travel is possible, an
elite corps of Berserker hunters struggle to derail the Berserkers' efforts.
Lieutenant Derron Odegard of Time Ops faces death dealing, time-traveling
Berserkers in three exciting adventures: Stone Man, Winged Helmet, and Brother
Berserker. A collection of fifteen of Saberhagen's Berserker short stories
previously published as Berserker and Berserker Brother Assassin plus and
introductory essay by Saberhagen "Berserkers for Fun and Profit:
Loosely based on elements of the Snow White fairy tale, Yuki Shirogane and the
Winter Diamond Chronicles is the first offering from the "Fairy Tales in Blue"
cycle of books from Blue Room Studios.Created by Macky and Kahlil Santiago,
the Winter Diamond Chronicles follow the exploits of Yuki Shirogane, the only
human in the known galaxies with the ability to interface fully with Seven Elite
Assault Robots of amazing might and power.With the robots comprising her
crew, she captains the Winter Diamond and functions as team lead for a Triune
Alliance Operative team designated Cold Snap, in their battle against the
oppressive regime of the Galactic Defense Force Conglomerate. Cold Snap In
book one of the Winter Diamond Chronicles, Captain Yuki Shirogane and her
crew of elite assault robots, are tasked to rescue the princesses of the Planet
Faldan. A terrible fate awaits the girls should they fall officially into Conglomerate
hands.For the Triune Alliance, Faldan is the turning point of the war. Losing the
girls to the Conglomerate can only mean Faldan's fealty to the Evil Queen
Octavia will solidify.It's a big job for a small crew, but Yuki has a few tricks up her
sleeve. Now all they have to do is sneak into a heavily armed space station,
rescue the princesses and exit the system before the Conglomerate envoys
arrive to take the girls away.What could possibly go wrong?
When FBI agents Fox Mulder and Dana Scully pursue a serial killer, they
discover that all evidence points to a murderer who has been squeezing through
impossibly small air ducts and chimneys since 1903.
Opening the X-Files... MeetMulder and Scully, FBI. The agency maverick and the
female agent assigned to keep him in line. Their job: investigate the eeriest
unsolved mysteries in modern America, from pyro-psychics to death row
demonics, from rampaging Sasquatches to alien invasions. The cases the
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Bureau wants handled quietly, but quickly, before the public finds out what's
really out there. And panics. The cases filed under "X."
"Exactly the sort of grisly, gross, and hilarious stuff that kids will love!" — Eoin
Colfer, author of Artemis Fowl Life on Scream Street is becoming unbearable,
and Luke, Resus, and Cleo must speed up their quest to save the street.
Destination number three: Egypt, land of the pharaohs. The trio’s troubles,
however, appear to be following them. With a shoal of vicious scaremaids to deal
with and an ancient curse looming, there’s only one thing that could make things
worse . . . those pesky goblins!
United by the death of their leader, Eddie, and the brutal murders that follow it,
the group of teenagers who comprise The Pack realize that only they have the
power to stop the deaths. Reprint.
Night—the carnival grounds are empty … Or are they? Laughter and screams float
faintly on the wind. Echoes of the day's fairgoers—or cries of the damned, rising
form Hell? At the carnival's core is the black carousel, whirling to a special rhythm
that is almost a heartbeat. Its creatures seem alive in the flickering lights as they
spin hypnotically past. And those who dare to ride are forever … changed.
A fully authorized, richly illustrated inside look into 50 of Mulder and Scully’s
most memorable monster cases When an X-Files fan opens up The X-Files: The
Official Archives, they are gaining access—for the ï¬?rst time—to Agents Mulder
and Scully’s notes, records, and visual evidence from actual X-File reports.
Designed to mimic a collection of FBI case ï¬?les and packed with such items as
autopsy reports, mug shots, lab results, handwritten notes, newspaper clippings,
pages ripped from antique books on the occult, and security camera printouts,
this fully authorized book is the only one of its kind. Detailing the agents’
investigations into 50 cases of cryptids, biological anomalies, and parapsychic
phenomena—from the Flukeman to The Great Mutato to Pusher—The X-Files: The
Official Archives showcases some of the show’s greatest villains (some
dastardly, some just misunderstood), and instructs future agents on how to
successfully investigate the paranormal.
An ancient Egyptian artifact is driving Queen Victoria insane, and that's not top of
Cara Devon's growing list of problems. Viscount Nathaniel Lyons is a man of
numerous secrets, but there is one in particular that threatens his fledgling
relationship with Cara. Stunned by Nate's revelation, and before she can absorb
the ramifications of his actions, he is arrested, charged with treason and
imprisoned in the grim Tower of London. He stole something the mad queen
wants, and only has days to deliver, before his date with the executioner.
Although sorely tempted, Cara can't let him die on Tower Green, not when their
connection means she would share his fate. Only together can Cara and Nate
figure out how to wrestle Hatshepsut's Collar from around the queen's neck,
before she plunges Britain into a world war. The search for answers sends Cara
to the opulent Winter Palace of St Petersburg and the frozen depths of Siberia,
with every step shadowed by an enemy with his own dark plans. A steampunk
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adventure perfect for fans of Gail Carriger, Shelley Adina, CJ Archer and Bec
McMaster. Keywords: steampunk, gaslamp, historical fantasy, victorian,
paranormal romance, action and adventure, alternate history
THERE IS A REASON IT HAS RETURNED … Something has caused a grim and
sudden change in Wyoming's Windriver Valley, something whose dark power
was foretold in an ancient Indian prophecy Now after 20 years Jason Clarke
comes home to a town gripped by a devastating force which defies all nature—a
force that points to something … supernatural. THERE IS A REASON IT HAS
RETURNED … Now some ancient predator, born of bloody midnights, throws the
shadow of its wings across the valley. Listen! That cry like a woman's laugh.
Look! Those mocking red eyes. Now an evil promise will be kept in the gleaming
jaws of … THE NESTLING
A Montana rancher shoots a snarling, bloodthirsty beast on his property'only to
find that he's killed a Trego Indian from the neighboring reservation. When FBI
Agents Fox Mulder and Dana Scully investigate, they're forced to a single,
outrageous conclusion: The Trego man and the wild beast are one and the same.
Is there a more logical explanation'or have Mulder and Scully uncovered a
terrifying tribal secret?
It's an ordinary summer. Until the dreams began. Cheryl Erskine awakens
screaming every night; she whispers in her father's ear: "Something bad, Daddy."
Glenn Erskin's worried about his daughter, but as police chief, he's got the whole
town to worry about—especially with Jimmy Hale on the loose. The murderer had
been too crazy to stand trial—he'd been institutionalized instead. Now he's
"cured". And coming home. Dreams are hard to predict, and harder to control.
Cheryl and her family are trapped … in a dark dream.
Juniper Wiles once starred as a plucky teen detective in the popular TV show,
Nora Constantine. When the series ended seven years ago, Juniper made a
decision to leave L.A. and return home to Newford where she joined friends at
the artists' collective, Bramleyhaugh, the center of which is her pal, beloved faerie
artist Jilly Coppercorn.Now, out of the blue, the fictional world of Nora
Constantine is bleeding into Newford, starting with the inexplicable murder of a
young man. Juniper may have wanted to leave her role as a detective behind, but
when she's accosted by the ghost of that young man everything changes. To
solve this crime will require all the skills she learned training for Nora
Constantine. And the effervescent Jilly, always up for a new adventure, is ready
to come along for the ride. "Charles de Lint is the modern master of urban
fantasy. Folktale, myth, fairy tale, dreams, urban legend-all of it adds up to pure
magic in de Lint's vivid, original world. No one does it better."-Alice HoffmanI can
never recapture the feeling of first arriving in Newford and meeting the people
and seeing the sights as a newcomer. However, part of the beauty of Newford is
the sense that it has always been there, that de Lint is a reporter who
occasionally files stories from a reality stranger and more beautiful than ours. De
Lint also manages to keep each new Newford story fresh and captivating
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because he is so generous and loving in his depiction of the characters. Yes,
there are a group of core characters whose stories recur most often, but a city
like Newford has so many intriguing people in it, so many diverse stories to tell,
so much pain and triumph to chronicle.-Challenging Destiny"De Lint creates an
entirely organic mythology that seems as real as the folklore from which it
draws."-Publishers Weekly, starred review"De Lint is a romantic; he believes in
the great things, faith, hope, and charity (especially if love is included in that last),
but he also believes in the power of magic-or at least the magic of fiction-to open
our eyes to a larger world."-Edmonton Journal"It's hard not to feel encouraged to
be a better person after reading a book by Ottawa's Charles de Lint."-Halifax
Chronicle HeraldIf Ottawa-area author Charles de Lint didn't create the
contemporary fantasy, he certainly defined it. ...writer-musician-artist-folklorist de
Lint has lifted our accepted reality and tipped it just enough sideways to show the
possibilities that lie beneath the surface... Unlike most fantasy writers who deal
with battles between ultimate good and evil, de Lint concentrates on smaller, very
personal conflicts. Perhaps this is what makes him accessible to the non-fantasy
audience as well as the hard-core fans. Perhaps it's just damned fine writing.
-Quill & QuireIn de Lint's capable hands, modern fantasy becomes something
other than escapism. It becomes folk song, the stuff of urban myth.?The Phoenix
GazetteCharles de Lint shows that, far from being escapism, contemporary
fantasy can be the deep mythic literature of our time.?The Magazine of Fantasy &
Science FictionMaybe you find it hard to believe that the dirty, smelly, crowded
modern-day city can have any sort of mystique or magic to it, but believe me,
there's a lot more than what meets the eye. Legends stalk the slums, ghosts
haunt the cobblestoned streets, goblins dwell in the buried part of the city, and
nightmares share the roads. The city itself possesses character, spirit, and an
identity.-Green Man Review
The magnificent paintings of N. C. Wyeth complement an action-packed saga of
romance and seafaring adventure set against the dramatic backdrop of
Elizabethan England, the battle of the Spanish Armada, and the exploration of
North America.
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